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Gross National Happiness and Development: An Essay. MARK MANCALL. Introduction. This paper concerns the
operationalization of the concept of Gross.

Videos What is GNH? The data is used to compare the happiness between different groups of citizens , [27]
and changes over time. If the goal of a government is to deliver GNH, we must create institutions that are
charged with specific objectives, entailed by the structure and design of GNH. GNH defined[ edit ] GNH is
distinguishable from Gross Domestic Product by valuing collective happiness as the goal of governance, by
emphasizing harmony with nature and traditional values as expressed in the 9 domains of happiness and 4
pillars of GNH. At the most fundamental level, collective happiness and well-being depends on two things that
we nurture, value and protect: the environment and relationships. The nature of the lifestyle we have, shaped
by broader systems, have imposed a hidden cost on us. We need, in this new century, a radically different
yardstick of progress and development, to measure what matters most: well-being and happiness. GNHUSA
collaborates with the Vermont Data Center to perform a periodic study of well-being in the state , as a pilot for
other states and municipalities. Unfortunately, prices at the moment do not reflect the real environmental and
social costs, let alone the psychological, communal, cultural and other costs. The urban future will not be so
radiant if we unflinchingly calculate the cost of the dysfunctional aspect of cities, from slums to crime. Not
only natural calamities resulting from collapse of biodiversity and climate abuse, many man-made disasters
resulting from systemic failures of the economy like the global financial crisis, which is becoming more
recurrent, have begun to affect all of us who are integrated through trade and finance. The quantities of waste
production, which cannot be metabolised by the ecology of the urban centres, are nothing short of horrendous.
For far too long, GDP and the market have blinded us to think that they are the source of our well-being and
profound happiness. But most of treatments meted out were for non-communicable diseases, wrought by
unhealthy lifestyle. Like the concept of justice, happiness is a public good, and although it is experienced
subjectively, happiness is influenced by a frame of reference. When he spoke about GNH at the time, and
questioned the then prevailing assumption that Gross Domestic Product GDP alone could deliver happiness
and well-being to society, he was still a teenage monarch It was really a breath-takingly bold and profound
questioning, more so because it came out of the mind of a teenager. Above all, the consequences in terms of
breakdown of the social links and communal affiliations through urbanisation have been no less severe,
resulting in lower levels of happiness. There is no other way of knowing how we feel about happiness. The
domains weigh equally but the indicators within each domain differ by weight. After establishing the nonprofit
in the spring of , representatives of the group attended the fifth international GNH research conference in
Brazil in November and, in June , hosted the first US-based conference on Gross National Happiness and other
alternative indicators, at Champlain College in Burlington, Vermont. Given that they are preventable and
avoidable, it is a sad commentary on the society we live in. Subjective states are, by definition, not captured
by objective data. Just as there are sectors including agriculture, trade, industry, mining, electricity, banking
and finances in the GDP accounts, there are corresponding ministries focused on the delivery of associated
goods and services. It is contested that the subjective nature of happiness cannot allow the concept of
happiness to guide the governance of any society. These two new measurements will allow us to calculate
realistic prices that can be used for a new fiscal system. Such distrust of subjective data can lead to neglecting
happiness in governance and development planning. Internalising and implementing GNH largely depends on
the government. A group of  Developing the concept and measurement of GNH has gone hand in hand with
practising GNH through policies and programmes. Happiness is more relational than relative because the
quality and depth of relationships with others influences our happiness far more than a comparative possession
of a commodity. Economics of GNH Of all the changes in the last century, two are notable. One
distinguishing feature of Bhutan GNH Index from the other models is that the other models are designed for
secular governments and do not include religious behavior measurement components. Why do you have to
adapt and adjust? As a result, the choices people make on the basis of unrealistic prices can result in huge
biase without them realising it. We need to question whether the public criteria of success associated with
GDP are serving us well, and whether they are orienting us towards good governance and development. The
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world we have now is not only of a rising level of aspiration and production that tries to meet the expectations
of a larger number of people, but also of potential climate change catastrophes that threaten to undermine
everything we have achieved so far. Urbanisation is an escape only if we fail to develop all parts of our
country, and that escape, as I said, is not advantageous to all. Because of GDP as the widespread criterion of
success, we are amnesic about what really makes our life happy, and what really constitutes a happy life. As
our social networks transform from small, rural settlements into a more urban lifestyle, there is an obvious
dislocation and breakdown of community and social life â€” and the values that underpin community vitality.
These goods and services have even begun to substitute collective happiness as ends in themselves. We might
presume that well-being and good health can be, to a large extent, purchased through higher income and better
medical care and treatment. Within each domain, the objective indicators are given higher weights while the
subjective and self-reported indicators are assigned far lighter weights.


